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XX

EZEKIEL WENT

“FLYING OFF IN CIRCLES OF WIND” 

EZEKIEL 3:14

yxiWr tm;x]B; rm; %leaew" ynIxeQ'Tiw: ynIt.a;f'n> x;Wrw>
hq'z"x' yl;[' hw"hy>-dy:w> 

So the spirit lifted me up, and took me away, 
and I went in bitterness, in the heat of my spirit;
but the hand of the LORD was strong upon me.

(KJV)

The spirit which had lifted me up seized me, 
and I went off spiritually stirred, 

while the hand of the LORD rested heavily upon me.
(NAB)

A wind lifted me and took me,
and I went, bitter, my spirit raging,

overpowered by the hand of YHWH.
(Greenberg)

kai. to. pneu/ma evxh/re,n me kai. avne,labe,n me
 kai. evporeu,qhn evn o`rmh/| tou/ pneu,mato,j mou
 kai. cei.r kuri,ou evge,neto evpV evme. krataia,

(Septuagint)

Then the blast lifted me up and bore me aloft
and I went by the impulse of my own spirit,

and the hand of the Lord upon me was strong.
(Thompson’s Septuagint)
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COMMENTARY

The MT rm “in bitterness” has generally been interpreted

as the equivalent of the  vp,n<-rm;B. “bitterness of soul” in

Ezek 27:31.1 However, it is probably from the stem arm
(BDB 597) found in Job 39:18, ayrIm.T; ~ArM'B; t[eK',
”when it spreads its plumes aloft (NRS),” as the verb of mo-

tion for the ostrich. It would be the cognate of Arabic £?s
(maraya) used for the movement of the wind and clouds

(Lane: 1893: 3019). This meaning has the support of the Sep-

tuagint which has o`rmh/ “rapid motion forwards, onset, as-

sault, impulse” (Liddell and Scott: 1253).2

The MT yxiWr tm;x]B;, “in the heat of my spirit,” has been

considered similar to ytialem' hw"hy> tm;x] taew>,“I am full of

the wrath of Yahweh,” in Jer 6:11. However, it is more likely

the cognate of Arabic uÑ/ /uè/ (h.ûm / h.âma) used of the mo-

tion of birds flying or hovering in circles” (Lane 1865: 678),

rather than from hmx “to be hot” (BDB 404; Jastrow 475).3

If the y of  yxiWr were dropped as a dittography of the fol-
lowing w of the dy:w>, the phrase would mean, “I went flying off

in circles of wind.” Unless Ezekiel suffered from severe acro-
phobia, it is unlikely that he would have “bitterness of soul”
when accompanying his spiritual host to old Tel Abîb. Far
from being depressed, as suggested by the KJV and the RSV,
or “spiritually stirred” as proposed by the NAB, the text prob-
ably speaks of the physical means of transport (even if only in
a vision or in the imagination) which carried him to the  exiles
along the Chebar River. Whatever acrophobia he may have
had, his fear (not depression) was allayed because, while air-
borne, he was firmly gripped by the hand of God.
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1. See Cooke 1936: 42.

2. Zimmerli (1979: 94, 139) commented

What is described by the reference to the prophet’s being
lifted up and carried off by the spirit is his personal experi-
ence of returning home with his spirit aglow under the
pressure of Yahweh’s hand upon him. The objective lan-
guage describes a subjective experience. A later interpreter
has added to this the explanatory words “in bitterness.”

Zimmerli offered no suggestion as to why a later interpreter

would gloss “his spirit aglow” as “in bitterness.” Although rm is

not reflected in the Septuagint, it can be retained—lectio difficilior
—as original. The use of cognates makes its interpretation less

difficult. On the loss of the  a of  arm, see GKC § 22 f.

3. The noun uÑ/ (h.ûm) is also applied to wine, not for the warmth

it gives to the body, but for the sensation of circular motion and
dizziness it produces in the head.

NOTES
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